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An Optimization Algorithm Based on the Small-World Phenomenon

Abstract We propose an optimization algorithm, called the small-world algorithm (SWA), based 

on searching mechanisms in social networks. The SWA emphasizes local rather than global 

search to find the solutions for optimization problems. We investigate two encoding strategies, 

binary encoding and decimal encoding, in the SWA and test them by function optimization and 0-

1 multidimensional knapsack problems. Simulation studies show that compared with the 

corresponding genetic algorithm (GA) the SWA is capable of preserving diversity in the set of 

candidate solutions, avoiding premature of the population, overcoming the “GA deceptive 

problem” and it converges faster. These properties suggest that the SWA is a useful method for 

solving complicated optimization problems.     

Keyword small-world phenomenon, optimization algorithm, function optimization, 0-1 

multidimensional knapsack problem
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Symbols

GA Genetic algorithm
SWA Small-world algorithm
BSWA Binary-coding small-world algorithm
DSWA Decimal-coding small-world algorithm
f(x) Objective function

 1 2, , , mx x xx  Variable vector

m Real space

 mddd ,,, 21 d Lower bound of x

 muuu ,,, 21 u Upper bound of x

I Solution space

lsss 21s Code for x

( )e x Coding function
1( )e s Decoding function

l Coding length for x
S Candidate solution set
f * Optimal value of the objective function f
T Target set

( ) S Number of the optimal solutions in the set S

 ,i jd s s Distance function between is  and js

 Distance

 iς s    The set of the points in I whose distance to si is less than or equal 
to 

 iς s The set of the points in I whose distance to si is greater than 

Ψ Local search operator for BSWA
Γ Long-range search operator for BSWA
k Iteration step
 Distance
 Error

vΨ Local search operator for DSWA
v Number of bits changed in each local search for DSWA

uΓ Long-range search operator for DSWA
u Number of bits changed in each long-range search for DSWA

sp Probability of local search for DSWA
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1. Introduction 

In the field of artificial intelligence, a number of algorithms have been inspired by 

biological phenomena, for example, artificial neural networks [1], cellular automata [2], 

ant-colony algorithms [3] and evolutionary algorithms [4]. Others have been suggested by

physical phenomena, for instance, simulated annealing algorithms [5], particle-swarm 

optimization [6] and quantum computation [7]. Human social networks of which one of the 

famous examples is the small-world phenomenon, may also suggest optimization

mechanisms. 

The small-world phenomenon originated from the research on “tracking the 

shortest paths in American social networks” by a social-psychologist Stanley Milgram in 

1960’s [8]. It was found that there were short paths in the social networks; for example by 

being passed among friends, a letter could be quickly delivered from a person to a distant 

stranger. Milgram’s experiment showed that on average any two persons in the world 

could be linked by six acquaintances which led to the famous term “six degrees of 

separation”. In 1998, Watts and Strogatz published “Collective dynamics of ‘small-

world’ networks” in Nature [9], which stimulated research on the small-world 

phenomenon by computer scientists. As an interdisciplinary theme which links sociology, 

mathematics and computer science, the small-world phenomenon has become a hot topic 

in the study of complexity [10,11], and has been successfully applied to a variety of fields, 

such as internet control [12], prediction of HIV propagation [13], dynamics of protein 

networks [14], etc..

The small-world phenomenon, which depends on dense local connections and a 

few long-range connections to find the shortest paths in the network, suggests an efficient 
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searching strategy [15, 16]. If we define the precision for each variable, the solution space 

becomes a network with each node as a potential solution. The optimization process can

be viewed as a message delivered from an initial candidate solution to the global 

optimum in the solution space. The mechanisms of efficient message delivery underlying

the small-world phenomenon inspire new optimization algorithms. Algorithms developed 

from social phenomena can be called “simulated social algorithms”, and the small world 

algorithm (SWA), which imitates the small-world phenomenon, is an example of a 

simulated social algorithm.

In this paper, we describe the optimization process based on the small-world

network and introduce the framework of the SWA. We develop a local-connection search

operator and a random long-connection search operator. We study a binary-coding small-

world algorithm (BSWA) and a decimal-coding small-world algorithm (DSWA) and 

analyze the similarities and differences between the SWA and the genetic algorithm (GA). 

Finally, we compare the performance of the SWA with the GA in solving function 

optimization and 0-1 multidimensional knapsack problems.   

     

2. Optimization process in the small-world network

The small-world phenomenon suggests one of the most efficient methods in 

delivering messages in complex social networks; short paths are generated by many sub-

networks with highly clustered local connections linked by a few long connections. The 

small-world phenomenon has not been precisely defined. Generally, if the average 

distance between two nodes (L) increases logarithmically with the number of nodes (N) 

in a network, that is, NL ln , the network exhibits the small-world effect. The small-
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world networks proposed by Watts and Strogatz were the intermediate structures in the 

transition from the regular network to the random network [9]. Kleinberg further 

constructed a “two dimensional lattice small-world network with a few long-range 

random connections”. From the computational perspective, he pointed out that the small-

world phenomenon revealed an effective routing algorithm which found short paths to the 

destination by purely local information [15]. 

  Consider an m-dimensional optimization problem (P):

                                                    
 

uxd

x

tosubject

minimize f
                                                  (1)

where   m
mxxx  ,,, 21 x ;  mddd ,,, 21 d and  muuu ,,, 21 u are the lower 

and upper bounds of x , that is, miudx iii ,,2,1],[  ; f (x) is the objective 

function.

When m = 2, 1x  and 2x are quantized according to the precision of solutions, the 

space of solutions is shown in Fig.1. The discrete values of 1x  and 2x are represented by 

the circles. T is the optimal solution and B is an initial candidate solution. In an 

optimization problem, the process to find T from B can be viewed as a message delivered 

from B to T, as shown by the dashed lines in Fig.1. The grid of solutions in Fig.1 is very 

similar to the “two dimensional lattice small-world network” [15] constructed by Kleinberg. 

If the mechanisms underlying the small-world phenomenon are utilized in the 

optimization process, that is, intensive local search (local short connections) with a few 

random global search (random long-range connections), we can construct an optimization 

algorithm characterized by the small-world effect, which we call the small-world 

algorithm.
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Figure 1 here

3. Small-world algorithm (SWA)

The SWA, which simulates the small-world phenomenon, has both local and 

global searches. But local search is the core operation. Similar to evolutionary algorithms, 

in order to enhance the performance, the SWA uses two common coding strategies, 

binary and decimal encodings, which we call the binary-coding SWA and the decimal-

coding SWA, respectively.

In order to increase the efficiency of the algorithm, we use a set of candidate 

solutions, rather than a single one, in parallel to explore the solution space, just as 

Milgram used multiple paths simultaneously to deliver the mail to the target [8]. Each 

point in the solution space I is defined as lsss 21s  which codes for the vector x, that 

is )(xs e and x is the decoding for s, that is )(1 sx  e . The string s has m segments, 

each of which codes for the variable xi with length li, and 



m

i
ill

1

. The set S of candidate 

solutions is composed of n points },,,{ 21 nsssS  in I and updates during the 

searching process. 

Define the target set T for the optimization problem P

                               ):)(min())((: *1 uxdxsIsT   ffef                            (2)

where f * is the optimal (minimum) value of the objective function f. TSS  )(

represents the number of the optimal solutions in the set S.

The distance between is and js  is defined as   jijid ssss , , Iss ji , .
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3.1 Binary-coding small-world algorithm (BSWA)

When  0,1is   and  ,i jd s s is the Hamming distance, we have the BSWA; for 

example, the bit string “0-1-1-1-0-1-0-0” codes for the vector x at a certain point in the 

solution space.     

The set of the points, whose distance to point si is less than or equal to , is defined 

as 

                                         Isssssς jjiji  ,0                                      (3)

Let  isς  denote the number of elements in the set  isς  .  isς   is the set of the points

in I whose distance to si is greater than , that is,

                                   Isssssς jjiji  ,                                           (4)

If Ts i and      0 Tsςsς ii
 , then

                                   1 Tsςsς ii
                                                          (5)

(a) Local search operator

The local search operator Ψ  guides the exploration from si(k) to si(k+1), the

closest point to the target set T in  )(kisς   (  is usually a small number such as 1), and 

is denoted as  )()1( kk ii ss  . Because  )(kisς  is generally very large, for 

example, for a point si(k) represented by 20 bits,   20)(1 kisς , 

   2 1 20
( ) ( )

2i ik k
 

   
 

ς s ς s , we randomly pick )(kni points in the set  )(kisς 
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(  )()( kkn ii sς  ) to construct a local sub-network for local search. The detailed 

operations performed by the local search operatorΨ are shown in Fig.2.

Figure 2 here

where 0)()(  kk ii ss generates a temporary string )(kis with the same length of )(kis , 

but all the bits in )(kis  are zeros;  ,  and  represent addition, subtraction and 

multiplication operations on the corresponding bits in any two binary strings.

(b) Random long-range search operator

The random long-range search operator Γ  arbitrarily picks a point )(kis in the set 

 )(kisς  , according to a predefined probability distribution, as a candidate point to 

replace si(k), and is denoted as ))(()( kk ii ss  . Obviously,   )()( kk ii ss , 

which avoids the local search already performed by the local search operator Ψ . As 

shown in Fig. 3, the operations of the long-range operator Γ are related to )(g .

Figure 3 here

where rand(0-1) represents a random number uniformly selected between 0 and 1. The 

function )(g ensures that the closer the points to si(k), the higher the selected

probability. Generally, l
j

il
g

l

j

i ,,2,1    ,
)(

)(

1

)1(

0 


















 . 

(c) Binary-coding small-world algorithm
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Fig. 4 shows the BSWA with the local search operator Ψ  and the random long-

range search operator Γ . We use both the maximum allowed iteration step and the stop 

criterion to terminate the algorithm. The stop criterion is defined as 

                                                   best* ff                                                             (6)

where f best is the objective function value of the best solution at the current iteration step, 

and   is a pre-defined error. When 10  f , we use the following stop criterion

                                                      *best* fff                                                                 (7)

Figure 4 here

3.2 Decimal-coding small-world algorithm (DSWA)

When  0,1, 2, ,9is   and  ,i jd s s  is Euclidean distance, we have the DSWA. 

Each ix  x , mi ,,2,1  , is coded as 1 2 i

i i i
ls s s , and the coding length li is related to the 

precision of the solution. The decoding formula is

                               mid

s

dux il

l

j

jli
j

iii
i

i

i

,,2,1         
10

10

)( 1









                       (8)                                  

Obviously, as j increases, the change in i
js has smaller influence on ix . We divide 

the coding string of ix into two substrings, i
js ( '1 ilj  ) and i

js ( ii ljl ' ). The change 

of u bits in the substring i
js ( '1 ilj  ) is long-range search, performed by the random 

long-range search operator uΓ , iu l  . The change of v bits in the substring i
js ( ii ljl ' ) 

is local search, executed by the local search operator vΨ , i iv l l   .

For example, assuming that the coding string of ix is “12345678”, 2il   , u=1, 
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then     1 1 12******ie x Γ Γ , that is, randomly pick one bit in “12” and replace it by 

a number chosen from 0 to 9. Assuming v=2, then     2 2 **345678ie x Ψ Ψ , that is, 

randomly pick two bits in “345678” and replace each of them by a number chosen from 0 

to 9.

The details of the DSWA are shown in Fig. 5. The execution of the operators vΨ

and uΓ  depends on a pre-defined probability sp .

Figure 5 here

The termination condition of the DSWA is the same as that of the BSWA. sp is 

required to be greater than  0.5, which ensures that the algorithm performs more local 

search than long-range search. Because il  for the coding string of ix is related to the 

specific optimization problem and the precision of the solutions, it is usually difficult to 

specify. In practice, li is generally very large and the few bits in 1 2 i

i i i
ls s s  that have a 

significant effect on ix are located at the beginning of the string, namely, ii ll ' . 

Therefore, rather than using il  and sp , we simplify the algorithm by uniformly randomly 

changing a bit in 1 2 i

i i i
ls s s , which ensures that the probability of performing local search 

is much higher than carrying out long-range search.

4 Simulation results 

4.1 Function optimization

We use seven two-dimensional functions, equations (9)-(15), to test the efficiency 

of the BSWA and the DSWA. Each of these functions has a complex landscape and its 
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global optima cannot be effectively found by routine optimization algorithms. We use 

MATLAB to perform the simulation experiments on a PIV2.4G、512MRAM personal 

computer.

   1,1,
106

)6sin(
)4sin()4sin(1),(max

1522

22

1 






yx

yx

yx
yyxxyxf       (9)

),(1 yxf has 4 global maxima which are symmetrically located at (+0.64, +0.64), (-0.64, -

0.64), (+0.64, -0.64) and (-0.64, +0.64). The global maximum value is 2.118, but

),(1 yxf has many local maxima, part of which form a plateau around the center with the 

height of 2.077, a value very close to the global maximum.

                    1,1,)4sin()4sin(1),(max 2  yxyyxxyxf                 (10)

),(2 yxf has 4 global maxima and many local maxima. The global maxima (the value is 

2.0558) are symmetrically distributed at (+0.784, +0.324), (+0.784, -0.324), (-0.784,

+0.324) and (-0.784, -0.324).

        12.5,12.5,),(max
222

2

223 









 yxyx

yxa

b
yxf          (11)

),(3 yxf is the “needle-in-a-haystack” function. When a = 0.05 and b = 3, the global 

maximum is approximately 3600, located at (0, 0). The 4 local maxima are distributed at

(+5.12, +5.12), (-5.12, -5.12), (+5.12, -5.12) and (-5.12, +5.12).

     10,10,])1cos[(])1cos[(),(min
5

1

5

1
4 


















 


yxiyiiixiiyxf
ii

(12)

),(4 yxf is the Shubert testing function. It has 742 local minima and 18 global minima 

with the value -186.73.
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       12.5,12.5,441.24),(min 2223

4
2

5 









 yxyyxyxxxyxf       (13)

),(5 yxf is the “six-hump camel back” function with 2 global minima (the value is

-1.031628), located at (-0.0898, 0.7126) and (0.0898, -0.7126) and 4 local minima.

     12.5,12.5,0.150sin),(max
1.022225.022

6 




  yxyxyxyxf      (14)

),(6 yxf is the Schaffer function, which has a global maximum 0 at (0, 0).

    12.5,12.5,)2cos(10)2cos(1020),(min 22
7  yxyyxxyxf      (15)

),(7 yxf is the Rastrigin function, which has a global minimum 0 at (0, 0).

We compare the performance of the BSWA, the DSWA and the simple genetic 

algorithm (SGA) in finding the global optima of these seven functions. The SGA is an 

improved genetic algorithm, using new strategies for selection and generation update [17]. 

For the SGA used in this experiment, the population size is 120, the length of the coding 

strings is 80, the crossover probability is 0.7 and the mutation probability is 0.0017. In 

each generation, 90% of the population is replaced by new individuals. In order to 

maintain a comparable computation load in each generation to that in the SGA, in the 

BSWA, we set the size of the solution set to 20, )(kni to 3,   to 1 and l to 40, and in the 

DSWA, we set the size of the solution set to 20, )(kni to 4, l to 20 and u=v=1. The 

maximum number of iteration steps for each of the three algorithms is 1500.

Table 1 lists the statistical results of 50 independent simulations (only those 

simulations in which the final best solution meets the stop criterion in equation (6) or (7) 

are included). For function ),(2 yxf , the performance of the BSWA and the DSWA is 

similar to that of the SGA. However, for the remaining six functions, unlike to the SGA, 
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the BSWA and the DSWA are not trapped in local optima and thus are able to find the 

global optima in each of 50 runs. Because we exclude the runs that fail to reach the global 

optima by the SGA, the statistical results on the convergence speed (indicated by Nmean) 

of the SGA appear to be better than they actually are. Even in this case, for the pre-

defined error ε, on average, the convergence speeds of the BSWA and the DSWA are 

significantly faster than that of the SGA, except for functions ),(2 yxf and ),(5 yxf for 

which the three algorithms have similar convergence speed. Nstd in the BSWA and the 

DSWA are generally smaller than in the SGA so the BSWA and the DSWA are less 

susceptible to initial conditions and thus have better stability than the SGA. The function 

),(3 yxf is usually used to test the capability of an algorithm to overcome the “GA 

deceptive problem”. As shown in Table 1, the BSWA and the DSWA find the global 

maximum of ),(3 yxf in each of 50 runs and thus are able to solve this problem. The 

comparison between the BSWA and the DSWA shows that these two small-world 

algorithms have similar performance in solving the seven functions, but Nstd in the 

DSWA is usually smaller than in the BSWA, especially for functions ),(1 yxf , ),(3 yxf , 

),(4 yxf , ),(6 yxf  and ),(7 yxf ; thus the DSWA has better stability than the BSWA.

Table 1 here

One of the 50 runs in finding the global optima of ),(1 yxf and ),(3 yxf by the 

BSWA is shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. Fig. 6 shows the change of the best and the average 

objective function values in the solution set as the iteration proceeds. Because at the end 

of the run the best objective function value still separates from the average value, the 

BSWA preserves the diversity of the solutions in the candidate solution set. Fig. 7 shows
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the distribution of the solutions on the function landscape at the end of the run. The 

BSWA finds multiple local optima simultaneously (a global optimum is a special case of 

a local optimum) and the solutions in the final set are scattered over the landscape. By 

contrast, although the SGA might also find the global optima, the candidate solutions at 

the end of the run are very similar to one another and sometimes all the individuals in the 

final population are exactly the same.     

Figure 6 here

Figure 7 here

4.2 0-1 multidimensional knapsack problems

The 0-1 knapsack problem is stated[18] as: given m resources, such as size, weight 

and so on, of a knapsack with the ith resource having a capacity ci,  i=1,2,…,m; given n

objects with the jth object having profit pj, and occupying the ith resource by aij,  j=1,2,…,n; 

select a subset of the n objects to maximize the total profit in the knapsack as well as 

satisfying the resource constraints imposed by the knapsack. A binary vector 

1 2( , , )nx x xx  represents the selection of the objects, namely, 1jx  indicates that the 

jth object is in the knapsack while 0jx indicates that the jth object remains out of the 

knapsack. 

                                      

1

1

max ( )

. . 1,2,

{0,1} 1,2,

n

j j
j

n

j ij i
j

j

f x p

s t x a c i m

x j n





  

   

  







x





                                         (16)

When 2m , it is called a 0-1 multidimensional knapsack problem.
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Table 2 compares the results of the BSWA with the GA [19] in solving six 0-1 

multidimensional knapsack problems. In the BSWA, we set the size of the candidate 

solution set n to 40, local search )(kni  to 3 and   to 1. The algorithm terminates when 

either the global optimum has been found or t, the maximum number of computations on 

the function f (x), has been reached. For a candidate solution, if some constraints were not 

able to be satisfied, we use the greedy fixing method [18] to take out some objects; that is, 

an object with a higher ijj ap / has a larger probability to stay in the knapsack than the 

one with a lower ijj ap / ,  j=1,2,…,n. Table 2 lists the statistical results of 100 

independent simulations. 

Table 2 here

As indicated by On in Table 2, compared to the GA [19], the BSWA has a 

significantly higher probability of finding the best known solutions of the 0-1 

multidimensional knapsack problems, particularly, for the knapsack problems Knap39, 

Weing7 and Weing8 whose best known solutions are very hard to find by the GA.

In order to further test the performance of the BSWA in solving the 0-1 

multidimensional knapsack problems, we use the standard data in Ref. [20] and run the 

BSWA 50 times independently. The statistical results are shown in Table 3. When 

calculate Tave and Tmax, we only count the runs in which the best known solution is found. 

In all the runs, t = 2×105 and parameters in the BSWA are the same as those used to 

obtain the results in Table 2.

Table 3 here
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As shown in Table 3, the best known solutions of 72.73% of the 55 knapsack 

problems can be found by the BSWA in each of the 50 runs. Although the best known

solutions of the 3 knapsack problems Knap50, SENT1 and SENT2 are not obtained in 

any of the 50 runs, the final solutions found by the BSWA are very close to the best 

known ones. Therefore, the BWSA is an effective algorithm in solving 0-1 

multidimensional knapsack problems.

We used an IBM IntelliStation Z Pro 6223-27C to perform the simulations of the 

0-1 multidimensional knapsack problems in Table 3.

4.3 Comparison between the small-world algorithm and the genetic algorithm

The small-world algorithm (SWA) and the genetic algorithm (GA) share many 

common features. Both algorithms utilize a set of candidate solutions, rather than a single 

one, to explore the solution space and emphasize exchange of information among the 

candidate solutions (individuals) in the solution set (population). They also follow the 

same procedure: generating an initial candidate solution set → evaluating the objective 

function for each candidate solution → exchanging information within the solution set → 

producing a new candidate solution set; they find the global optima with a certain

probability; they have intrinsic parallel attributes and random searching properties; and 

they operate on the coding strings of the candidate solutions, rather than the solutions 

themselves, to extend the range of applications.

However, the SWA is not a modification on the GA. It is inspired by the small-

world phenomenon in social networks and depends on local information to search for 

global optima. The emphasis on local searching operations preserves the diversity of the 
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solutions in the candidate solution set. Table 4 shows the main differences between the 

SWA and the GA. 

Table 4 here

  
5 Discussions

We describe an optimization process developed from the perspective of the small-

world effect and suggest that searching for the global optima from an initial candidate 

solution can be viewed as a message delivered from a source to the target on a network in 

the solution space. However, the optimization problems examined here are more 

complicated than the “six degrees of separation” experiment performed by Milgram 

because we do not know the properties or even the location of the global optima. Based 

on the mechanisms underlying the small-world networks, we construct two small-world 

algorithms (SWA) with different coding strategies, that is, binary-coding small-world 

algorithm (BSWA) and decimal-coding small-world algorithm (DSWA). The simulation 

results for function optimization and 0-1 multidimensional knapsack problems show that, 

compared to the GA, the SWA performs better in preventing the searching process from 

staying at local optima, increasing the diversity of the candidate solutions, enhancing the 

convergence speed and to some extent overcoming the “GA deceptive problem”. Thus 

the SWA appear to have considerable power to solve complicated problems. Therefore,

in a similar way to physical and biological systems, social systems are also able to 

provide inspiration for solving difficult problems.

Our current work mainly focuses on constructing a novel optimization algorithm 

based on the properties of the small-world phenomenon, as well as broadening the 
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applications of the small-world effect. Based on the small-world network proposed by 

Watts and Strogatz, Kleinberg built a d-dimensional lattice network with the probability 

of linking two nodes deceasing as the dth power of the distance, in which an efficient 

decentralized search could be realized [21]. Our simulations also indicate that the 

parameters determining the distribution of local and long-range connections, such as  , 

influence the performance of the algorithm, which suggests possible improvements to the 

SWA. The theoretical analysis of the SWA, such as the computational complexity of the 

algorithm, using network theories is a future direction. Thus far we have only applied the 

SWA to function optimization and 0-1 multidimensional knapsack problems, which is 

insufficient to fully demonstrate the power of the SWA. We will extend applications of 

the SWA to a variety of standard testing problems in our future work.
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Fig.1 The grid network represents the solution space
of a two dimensional optimization problem
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Local searching operator Ψ

     Assume  )()( kkn ii sς 

)()1( kk ii ss 
begin
    0j

repeat
                0)()(  kk ii ss

randomly change r(  r0 ) bits in )(kis from  0 to1

  )()()(2)()( kkkkk iiiii sssss 

if        111   kefkef ii ss

   )()1( kk ii ss 
end if

1 jj
        until j = ni(k)
end

Fig. 2 The flow diagram of the local search operator Ψ
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Random long-range search operator Γ
  begin

)()( kk ii ss 

rand(0 1)lp  

if    1lg p g   

randomly pick  bits in ( )i ks and perform ”NOT” 

operation, that is 0 1  and1 0
end if

end
Fig. 3 The flow diagram of the random long-range search operator Γ
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Binary-coding small-world algorithm(BSWA)
Parameters:  n -- the size of candidate solution set 
                     l -- the binary string length of a solution 
                     -- the range of the local area 
                    ni(k) – the number of local search around point i at the kth step 
Initial set of candidate solutions         0,,0,00 21 nsssS 

0k  (k indicates the iteration step)
begin

while the termination condition has not been met
for each ( ) ( )i k ks S

))(()1( kk ii ss 

 ( 1) ( )i ik k   Γs s

if        11 ''11   kefkef ii ss

   1 1i ik k  s s

                            else

( 1) ( 1)i ik k  s s

                             end if
                    end for

1 kk
end while

end
Fig. 4 The flow diagram of the binary-coding small-world algorithm 
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Decimal-coding small-world algorithm(DSWA)
Parameters: n -- the size of candidate solution set 
                    l  -- the encoding string length of a solution 
                  sp -- the probability of local search 

                   ni(k) -- the number of neighbors (local and distant)    
examined around point i at the kth step

                   u -- the number of bits changed in each long-range search
                   v -- the number of bits changed in each local search
  Initial set of candidate solutions:         0,,0,00 21 nsssS 

0k (k indicates the iteration step)
begin

while the termination condition has not been met
( 1) ( )k k S S

for each ( ) ( )i k ks S

0j 
Repeat

if rand(0 1)sp  

            ))(()1( kk ii ss  
                           else
                                       ))(()1( kk i

u
i ss            

end if
   
     if        11 11   kefkef ii ss

       1 1i ik k  s s

                            end if
1j j 

until j= ni(k)
end for

1 kk
end while

end.
Fig. 5 The flow diagram of the decimal-coding small-world algorithm
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                (a) ),(1 yxf

                                     (b) ),(3 yxf

Fig. 6 The offline performance of the BSWA in solving (a) ),(1 yxf and (b) ),(3 yxf ; that is, the 

change in the best and the average objective function values in the candidate solution set

as the iteration progresses.
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(a) ),(1 yxf

(b) ),(3 yxf
                                                                                                              

Fig. 7 The distribution of the solutions on the function landscape, (a) ),(1 yxf and (b) ),(3 yxf ,  

at the end of the run (* indicates the objective function values of the solutions) 
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f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 f7

SGA 21 50 45 19 49 8 49
BSWA 50 50 50 50 50 50 50On

DSWA 50 50 50 50 50 50 50
SGA 74 26 1382 706 200 1031 1005

BSWA 265 16 118 223 33 661 310Nmax

DSWA 46 15 143 89 51 319 75
SGA 2 1 45 20 1 161 19

BSWA 3 2 13 12 4 16 8Nmin

DSWA 2 2 41 14 5 13 11
SGA 14.48 6.24 387.90 78.95 22.43 593.00 363.00

BSWA 32.50 8.36 52.80 63.64 16.72 128.76 51.86Nmean

DSWA 19.64 8.30 81.10 40.92 22.52 145.52 32.94
SGA 15.57 5.24 308.6 153.68 27.43 339.00 266.30

BSWA 46.64 3.35 28.33 45.04 7.06 132.42 53.68Nstd

DSWA 9.30 3.78 23.94 16.02 9.53 65.66 11.38
ε 1.0×10-2 1.0×10-2 1.0×10-1 1.0×10-2 1.0×10-2 1.0×10-2 1.0×10-2

Table 1 Comparison of the SGA, BSWA and DSWA in solving the 7 functions. Out of 50 simulations, 

On,, Nmax, Nmin, Nmean, Nstd, represent the number of runs in which the global optima are found, the 

maximum generation, the minimum generation, the average generation and the standard deviation of 

the generations needed to find the global optima, respectively. ε is the pre-defined error in equations

(6) and (7).
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BSWA GA0-1 
knapsack 
problems n m Best Known t f On f On

Knap15 15 10 4015 5×103 4015 100 4012.7 83
Knap20 20 10 6120 104 6119.90 99 6102.3 33
Knap28 28 10 12400 5×104 12400 100 12374.7 33
Knap39 39 5 10618 105 10612.95 80 10536.9 4
Weing7 105 2 1095445 2×105 1095409.56 59 1093897 -
Weing8 105 2 624319 2×105 624319 100 613383 6

Table 2 Statistical results of the BSWA and the GA in solving the 0-1 multidimensional knapsack 

problems. n is the number of objects; m is the number of resources (constraints) of the knapsack; 

“Best Known” is the best known solution for a specific knapsack problem; t is the maximum number 

of computations on the function f (x); f is the average of the maximum f (x) found in each of the 

100 runs; On is the number of runs (out of 100 runs) in which the best known solution is found 
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0-1 knapsack problems
Name n m Best     

Known
On f Tave Tmax Tmin

HP1 28 4 3418 48 3417.4 12820 135723 1771
HP2 35 4 3186 8 3155.3 90381.4 160517 4025

Knap6 6 10 3800 50 3800 161 161 161
Knap10 10 10 8706.1 50 8706.1 370.3 805 161
Knap15 15 10 4015 50 4015 615.0 1449 161
Knap20 20 10 6120 50 6120 1761.34 8372 161
Knap28 28 10 12400 50 12400 2914.1 13846 805
Knap39 39 5 10618 42 10614.7 41909.8 194649 4508
Knap50 50 5 16537 0 16464.8 / / /

PB1 27 4 3090 50 3090 14499.7 125741 1771
PB2 34 4 3186 6 3157.5 118603.3 181447 31234
PB4 29 2 95168 50 95168 4549.9 36386 966
PB5 20 10 2139 24 2129.2 91052.2 199962 1288
PB6 40 30 776 50 776 11563.02 107548 805
PB7 37 30 1035 8 1031.3 86457 157941 5474

SENT1 60 30 7772 0 6704 / / /
SENT2 60 30 8722 0 8202.1 / / /

WEING1 28 2 141278 50 141278 2276.5 4508 483
WEING2 28 2 130883 50 130883 1484.4 2576 322
WEING3 28 2 95677 50 95677 695.5 1288 322
WEING4 28 2 119337 50 119337 1410.4 2576 644
WEING5 28 2 98796 50 98796 1800.0 2737 322
WEING6 28 2 130623 50 130623 2878.7 14973 805
WEING7 105 2  1095445 33 1095415.5 39308.4 186599 17388
WEING8 105 2 624319 50 624319 32647.6 112378 7406
WEISH01 30 5 4554 50 4554 1297.7 2254 322
WEISH02 30 5 4536 50 4536 2299.1 9499 483
WEISH03 30 5 4115 50 4115 1790.3 3059 483
WEISH04 30 5 4561 50 4561 1429.7 3220 483
WEISH05 30 5 4514 50 4514 969.2 2415 161
WEISH06 40 5 5557 44 5555.4 18990.7 174041 3542
WEISH07 40 5 5567 50 5567 3680.5 5635 1449
WEISH08 40 5 5605 50 5605 3451.8 6440 1771
WEISH09 40 5 5246 50 5246 1848.3 2737 322
WEISH10 50 5 6339 50 6339 6485.1 30590 2093
WEISH11 50 5 5643 46 5642.1 18287.5 103684 2737
WEISH12 50 5 6339 50 6339 5879.7 19159 1932
WEISH13 50 5 6159 50 6159 4272.9 8211 1771
WEISH14 60 5 6954 50 6954 6240.4 12880 2737
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WEISH15 60 5 7486 50 7486 8542.7 37835 2737
WEISH16 60 5 7289 50 7289 6990.6 14007 3381
WEISH17 60 5 8633 50 8633 9946.6 70357 4669
WEISH18 70 5 9580 44 9578.7 21456.9 152950 6118
WEISH19 70 5 7698 50 7698 7209.6 12880 2415
WEISH20 70 5 9450 50 9450 12026.7 91126 4830
WEISH21 70 5 9074 50 9074 17600.5 103684 4025
WEISH22 80 5 8947 50 8947 7834.3 14168 4186
WEISH23 80 5 8344 20 8342.2 64078 180964 6762
WEISH24 80 5 10220 50 10220 9032.1 12236 6118
WEISH25 80 5 9939 40 9937.82 31894.1 192878 5957
WEISH26 90 5 9584 50 9584 28580.7 159229 6923
WEISH27 90 5 9819 50 9819 22749.3 99015 7728
WEISH28 90 5 9492 50 9492 8014.6 11431 4025
WEISH29 90 5 9410 50 9410 16186.9 84364 5313
WEISH30 90 5 11191 50 11191 12905.8 19964 8050

Table 3 Statistical results of the BSWA in solving the 0-1 multidimensional knapsack problems. n is 

the number of objects; m is the number of resources (constraints) of the knapsack; “Best Known” is 

the best known solution for a specific knapsack problem; On is the number of runs (out of 50 runs) in 

which the best known solution is found; f is the average of the maximum f (x) found in each of the 

50 runs; Tave, Tmax, Tmin are the average, maximum and minimum number of computations on the 

function f (x), respectively.  
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Small-World Algorithm Genetic Algorithm

Inspired by the small-world effect in 
social networks 

Inspired by genetics

Emphasizes local search because the 
probability of using local search 
operators is higher than using long-
range search operators 

Emphasizes global (crossover operator) 
rather than local (mutation operator) 
search because the crossover probability 
is much higher than the mutation 
probability  

Uses local  selection: a solution in the 
set is replaced by the best point among 
itself, its local and distant neighbors 

Uses global selection: all the individuals 
in the population are compared and the  
fitter ones form the next generation

Broad applications, because the 
effectiveness of the SWA does not 
depend on the schema theory  

Based on the schema theory, the GA is 
mostly effective for problems in which 
the good “building blocks” in the 
solutions can be preserved and 
recombined in the next generation

Preserves the diversity of the candidate 
solutions in the set 

The diversity of the individuals 
dramatically decreases or is completely 
lost in the final population  

The global optima are special cases of 
local optima. By emphasizing local 
search, the SWA tries to find as many 
local optima as possible to increase the 
probability of finding the global optima 

To obtain the global optima, the GA 
avoids candidate solutions being trapped 
in local optima

Table 4 Differences between the small-world algorithm and the genetic algorithm


